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Austin Steam Cleaning Company Donates Profits to cancer and children based
charities during the months of November and December.

 

(Newswire.net-- November 21, 2013) -- 

Austin Steam Cleaning Company Austin Steam and Clean is donating 25% of all profits to
cancer and children based charities during the months of November and December. 

 

The cancer donations were inspired by Movember as well as an employee of Austin Steam and Clean's family
member lost the battle to cancer earlier this year.  Movember (a portmanteau word from moustache and "November")
is an annual, month-long event involving the growing of moustaches during the month of November to raise
awareness/money for men's health issues, such as prostate cancer and other male related cancer types. 

 

The children portion of the donations are going to various Austin area children charities that are focused on providing
food, shelter, clothing, toys as well as other basic needs during the holiday season and beyond.

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pd8F8ejtWrs (embed video)

 

It is definitely a good idea to have a clean house during the holidays.  Austin Steam and Clean first treats the carpet
with a pre-treatment solution, then heavy duty truck-mounted steam cleaning machines work by injecting hot steam
deep into the carpet fibers, and extracting dirt as well as cleaning solution residue and moisture.  Only professional
steam cleaning systems can get the water as high as 200 degrees and have the suction power to extract all
contaminants. Our non-toxic cleaning solution uses a citrus base which is not only effective for carpet cleaning but
safe enough for pets and babies.

 

There is no residue left in carpet as there are rinsing strokes to make sure no cleaning residue is left in carpet. By
flushing out all the dirt, grime, and cleaning agents to restore traffic lanes to fluffy and soft carpet fibers with no
residue, making your carpets stay cleaner.

 

Austin Steam and Clean takes pride in customer satisfaction taking the time needed to clean every square inch
thoroughly, even moving most furniture and place plastic tabs and blocks under the furniture so the carpets will dry
properly.
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